This work aims to explore whether the sustainability of scientific collaboration including collaboration duration and collaboration times can be predicted. For this purpose, we propose a series of features including structural similarity indices, authorship properties, and research interests. Experimental results on a real-world dataset show that our proposed model outperforms baseline model by 10% in MAE. Our study may shed light on investigating scientific collaboration from the perspective of sustainability.
INTRODUCTION
Scientific collaboration plays an important role in scientific research. Numerous efforts have been done to reveal the mechanisms of scientific collaborations. For example, link prediction [1] in scientific information networks has been extensively analyzed. However, previous studies mainly focus on whether two scholars will collaborate (i.e., new links emerge between two nodes) in the future. Few attention has been paid to explore the mechanisms after the collaboration has been established. In reality, scientific collaboration is not a one-shot deal. As shown in Figure 1 , after the first collaboration, scholars may collaborate with each other more than once. In other words, scientific collaborations are sustainable.
In this work-in-progress paper, we try to explore the mechanism of sustainable collaboration and predict the sustainability of scientific collaboration accordingly. We try to answer the following questions as long as the collaboration is established: (i) How long will it last? (ii) How many times will they collaborate? (iii) Can the sustainability of this collaboration be predicted? We propose a series of features that may determine the sustainability of scientific collaboration and predict it from the perspectives of collaboration 
SUSTAINABILITY PREDICTION

Problem Statement
We formulate the scientific collaboration sustainability prediction as two prediction problems including Collaboration Duration (CD) prediction and Collaboration Times (CT) prediction. Given a social network G = (V, E), where each edge e = (u, v) ∈ E denotes the coauthorship between scholars u and v when they first collaborate with each other at time t. Our goal is to predict the future duration and times of coauthorship in the future time t > t (i.e., t = t+20). In other words, the goal is to predict how long and how many times will two scholars collaborate with each other in the future t based on the data observed when they begin their collaboration. The prediction problem is a regression task.
Data Description
To eliminate scholars who leave research at their early career, we limit our analysis to scientists who: (i) have published at least one paper every 5 years, (ii) have authored at least 10 papers, (iii) their publication career spans at least 20 years. In order to predict the sustainability with sufficient time span, we further limit our study to papers published up to 2000. The CD and CT are calculated in the following 20 years after the first-time collaboration. Finally, we screen out 14,022 scholars and their 355,992 collaborators from the DBLP Digital Library. The average <CD> and <CT> are 3.07 and 3.82, respectively.
Feature Extraction
We first select five structural similarity features as our baseline model, including Common Neighbors (CN), Jaccard Coefficient (JC), Adamic-Adar (AD), Katz Weight (K-W), and Preferential Attachment (PA). These features have been proven to be effective in prior work for missing link prediction [2] . However, these features may not have good performance in sustainability prediction because they merely consider network proximity. Therefore, we propose additional features, including: Shortest Path (SP): The SP is to measure how close two scholars are in the scientific collaboration network. In order to calculate the SP, we use all the publications of entire DBLP
Research Interest (RI):
The RI is to measure the similarity of two scholars' research interests. We first crawl the paper information including titles and abstracts of scholars u and v separately before they start collaborating with each other. Then, we get the research corpus Cu (or Cv) of scholar u (or v) by integrating his/her publication record together. We apply the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to Cu (or Cv) to get scholar u (or v)'s topic distribution vector. Finally, the RI is calculated based on the cosine similarity of two scholar's topic distribution vectors. Academic Age (AA): The AA is to describe a scholar's career stage. We take advantages of the AA feature based on the fact that scholars tend to have different collaboration strategies at different academic stages. For example, a PhD student will collaborate frequently with his/her advisor.
Number of Publications (NP):
The NP is used to measure the academic performance of each scholar based on the idea that fruitful scholars tend to be more collaborative and have a higher reputation.
Number of Collaborators (NC):
The NC is used to measure how collaborative a scholar is. Note that all these features are calculated exactly the time when two scholars begin their collaboration.
Prediction via Regression
There are many regression algorithms for collaboration sustainability prediction. All proposed features are applied to five predictors including Linear Regression (LR), Random Forest (RF), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Xgboost, and Early Stage Prediction (ESP). The ESP algorithm is designed following the idea in [3] . Rest algorithms are implemented in Python with related packages.
EXPERIMENT RESULTS
We divide the whole dataset into two subsets including training set and testing set. We randomly select 80% dataset as the training set and the rest as the testing set. Tables 1 and 2 show the performance of different predictors on CD prediction and CT prediction, respectively. The comparison of each predictor between baseline features (Baseline) and all proposed features (All F) is illustrated.
We can observe that all predictors can achieve good performance in both CD and CT prediction, which demonstrates the feasibility of sustainability prediction. The results show that Xgboost is the best predictor. Meanwhile, by adding new features, all predictors achieve better performance compared with baseline features, which demonstrates the effectiveness of these features. For example, Xgboost with A F is 10% and 12% lower in MAE in terms of CD and CT prediction, respectively. We can also see that CD can be better predicted than CT. The reason is that scholars' C-T is always higher than CD. In other words, scholars may collaborate more than once in one year.
CONCLUSIONS
Scientific collaboration is sustainable, where two scholars may collaborate for many times. In this paper, we propose to predict the sustainability of scientific collaboration as long as two scholars begin their collaboration. This proposed problem is fundamentally different from the traditional problems including link prediction and collaborator recommendation. Our research may shed light on exploring the mechanisms of scientific collaborations.
